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**Undead Girl Gang** by Lily Anderson
When Mila’s best friend Riley dies – along with two popular girls she had nothing in common with – Mila suspects foul play, so she turns to one of the things they shared: witchcraft. Only now she has three undead teenagers and the clock is ticking for them to find the killer.

**Five Midnights** by Ann Davila Cardinal*
With grisly murders unfolding in Puerto Rico, friends Lupe and Javier are determined to stop them. But as they dig deeper and learn more about the victims, they start to wonder if the murderer is human...or something more.

**Stolen** by Lucy Christopher
When Gemma is kidnapped from an airport, she finds herself in a desolate desert, alone with a man who loves her - and only her - and demands she love him back. Her gripping letter to her kidnapper tells the story of her captivity.

**The Girl from the Well** by Rin Chupeco*
Okiku is a vengeful spirit, haunting and hunting murderers like the one who killed her hundreds of years before. But her course changes when a mysterious boy enters her world who is hiding a dangerous secret.

**Fake ID** by Lamar Giles
Nick Pearson isn’t really named Nick Pearson. He’s in the Witness Protection Program and has moved to a new town with a new identity. But when his new friend dies under suspicious circumstances, Nick might have to risk his cover to solve the mystery.

**Dread Nation** by Justina Ireland*
Since the dead began to rise on Civil War battlefields, Black girls like Jane have gone to schools teaching them to protect white women from the undead. But when Jane and her rival get caught in a larger conspiracy, school will be the last thing on their minds...

**Monday’s Not Coming** by Tiffany D. Jackson
When Claudia’s best friend Monday goes missing, nobody seems to care. But Monday needs Claudia – her help in school, her support, and her friendship. So she keeps digging, trying to find out why Monday is gone, and why nobody else will help find her.

**Genuine Fraud** by E. Lockhart
Imogen is living it up at a resort in Mexico – except she’s not really Imogen, she’s Jule. Once upon a time, Jule and Imogen had a close, obsessive friendship. So why is Jule living as Imogen now, on the run from something? And where is Imogen?

**The Best Lies** by Sarah Lyu
Remy had a boyfriend and a soulmate – but they weren’t the same person. But now her boyfriend, Jack, is dead, and Remy’s soulmate Elise is the one who shot him. What happened? And how did their friendship end up here?
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**Ink and Ashes** by Valynne E. Maetani
Claire’s father died when she was young, but he left secrets behind him. When Claire finds a letter from her father to her stepfather, she wants answers. Her search leads her to the Japanese mafia, the yakuza, and a dangerous threat to herself and her loved ones.

**One of Us Is Lying** by Karen McManus*
Five students walk into detention, but only four of them will leave. Simon is not only dead, he was about to reveal devastating secrets about each of the other four students in detention with him. But whose secret was worth killing to protect?

**White Rabbit** by Caleb Roehrig
When Rufus’s ex-boyfriend shows up, the night just goes downhill from there. Rufus finds his sister April holding a knife and covered in blood...next to the body of her boyfriend. April says she didn't do it, and Rufus needs April, so he has to try and prove her innocence.

**Far From You** by Tess Sharpe
After her best friend Mina died in what most think was a drug deal, recovering addict Sophie was forced into rehab. But she knows she was clean, there was no drug deal, and that Mina was murdered. Now out of rehab, it’s up to Sophie to find her best friend’s killer.

**Sadie** by Courtney Summers
When Sadie’s sister Mattie is found dead and the police botch the investigation, it’s up to Sadie to find justice. She leaves behind her hardscrabble life to pursue Mattie’s killer. Months later, a podcast journalist tries to piece together her journey and find the missing Sadie.

**As I Descended** by Robin Talley
In this re-telling of MacBeth, Maria and Lily are the ultimate power couple, even if their “couple” status is secret. As they scheme to get to the top of the academic and social pecking order at their elite boarding school, the consequences could be dire, or even supernatural.

**Slasher Girls & Monster Boys** by April Genevieve Tucholke
Monsters, ghosts, and more fill the pages of this collection. Authors like Leigh Bardugo, Kendare Blake, and Marie Lu have written creepy, unsettling, and sometimes terrifying stories, many inspired by classics.

**The Merciless** by Danielle Vega
Sofia wants to be included in a group of popular girls. But when they rope her into their plan to “save” Brooklyn from demonic possession, Sofia is afraid to disagree...even as their exorcism methods become more and more violent and torturous. This book is not for the faint of heart!

**The Takedown** by Corrie Wang
Kyla has it all — good grades, popular friends, a handsome boyfriend — and doesn’t care if she’s hated for it. But when a video that appears to show her in a compromising position goes viral, she has to dive into the virtual world to solve the mystery while dealing with the real world fallout of her actions.